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FINAL MEETING
Final Project Meeting of the See
What I Mean - a Visual Dictionary
Project (SWIM) Erasmus+ funded
project was held in Santander,
Spain on the 28th & 29th of June
and hosted by Decroly.
Partners shared their work and
knowledge and discussed the final
steps of this productive project,
which is the compilation of
produced results and the final stage
of
elaboration
on
the
recommendations document.
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Platform for foreign language
educators who are working with
students in adult education
contexts can access the SWIM
resources and creator.
Check the
website and learn
more about this project!
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NEWSLETTER NOTES
The Multiplier event of the project SWIM in Portugal has been organized by StoryTellme on 3
of June 2022 in Lisbon in the scope of the event “OS DESAFIOS DA FORMAÇÃO NO
EMPREENDEDORISMO FEMININO” at University FCSH NOVA, AUDITORIUM 1 and the event has
been attended by 31 participants.

Decroly organized on 11th July 2022 in the events Hall at Melchor de Jovellanos, with Mr Luis
Mantilla and Mr Anuar Khan Ali Franco, a Multiplier event dedicated to disseminating the project
results. It caused great interest among the participants as the successful practices they did after
the presentation, creating materials and expressing opinions and suggestions, emphasizing on the
benefits and the results of the project as the efficiency of building key language competences.
Teachers and educators added that they would use the developed products and could see the
future benefits for educators and teachers of any language and even for any other subject..

Several partners are testing the resources in pilot actions with students and teachers.

